An introductory description is made on the Quasi-Random Number Method and several notes for the practical use are given. § 1. Introduction
The random number method has been generally used for the numerical integration, which is called the Monte Carlo method (MC method) and is well known to be powerful for the higher multiple integration. The method is simple and applicable even to the discontinuous integrand except for the case where an integral function has a singularity > 1/vO.
.
On the other hand one must endure for a long, long time to attain to a necessary precision of the integral value.
Because the numerical error _is inversely proportional to a square root of N, which is a sampling nur:pber of the integral function. The comput~tional cost may be great in some cases. Furthermore the numerical result of the M C method is a statistical one, and the probability that an exact integral value exists within the range of a standard deviation is only about 68°/ 0 • A Quasi-Random Number method (QRN method) presented by Richtmyer 1 > and Haselgrove 2 > is an ingenious one. First the numerical error of the integral value is definite as opposed to the M C method. Secondly it is much remarkable that the error is proportional to the linear or square inverse of N and then convergence to an exact integral value is very much rapid. A residual problem is applicability of the method.
Haselgrove proved that the above-mentioned behaviour of the error is sure for the function, of which second derivative is bounded variation. This condition is rather rigorous and the applicability seems to be limited to the regular function. We often break the limitation inadvertently at the transformation of the integral variable. In the present chapter we attempt to give an introductory description of the. QRN method according to Haselgrove's paper and list up several examples and necessary notes for the practical use.
It will be shown that the QRN method is very much applicable to the multiple definite integral which appears in the usual problem of the nuclear physics, if the necessary attention will be paid.
The numerical constants a are used for the QRN method. The good set of constants a can give a high precision so much greater than the bad one. It seems that the Haselgrove's constants are not so good in the case of the six-dimensional integral. The constants a in the nine-dimensional and twelve-dimensional cases are necessary in the four-and five-body problems, respectively, but theyare n?tincluded in Haselgrove's paper. We cq.lculated a's in the six-dimensional case over again and obtained those in the case of the nine-dimensional and twelve-ditnensionaJ integrals. In §2 the QRN method is reviewed shortly and the method to obtain the good constants a is presented. Let us put I the definite integral ofj( {x} ),
Next we define g( {x}) under the three conditions. 
where n1J n2J · · · J na are arbitrary integers.
(iii) The second derivative is bounded variation; 
We cq.ll this condition regularity in the present paper. In many cases the next condition is used without contradiction to the ;1bove three .conditions. or g( {x} )=g( {I xi}).
We always use the condition (iv) in this chapter .. Substituting g( {x}) into f( {x}) of Eq. (1) and using Eq. (5), we obtain
The function g( {x}) can be expanded to Fourier series of the period 2 by the conditions (ii) and (iii). Thus
where m1x 1 +···+maxa is written in a short form {m}·{x}. Substituting Eq.
(7) into Eq. (6), we get
. Let {a} be a set of arbitrary d irrational numbers. The essential point of the QRN me!hod exists in using the following sum:
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (9),
:E' denotes a summation over {m} except {m} = {0} .. Now {m}·{a} may be adequately near to any even integer. We call it the singular case. In the singular case the term ofthe right hand side of Eq. _(11) is approximately and is not small for large N. If a( {m} )'s tend to zero for large mi with the necessary speed and the number of the singular cases are not so many, D(_J) may remain to be 0(1) for large N. Then
Haselgrove showed that there are not so many singular cases an:d the condition (iii) is adequate for Eq. (12) to be guaranteed. He estimated the measure of the ensemble of the points in d-dimensional space, of which coordinate ~i is congruent to mtai modulo 2 for £ = l, · · · J d and he proved that the measure is adequately small,. Furthermore he showed that the more rapid convergence can be acquired under the same condition. Put .
We can replace g( {x}) with/( {x}) in S~V and SCJ) by use of the conditions
(ii) and (iv). Let us define a function f3(x)*> for x>O as follows:
. f3(x) =/3 for x=2n+f3
where n is integer and O< f3:S::l. Then and finally Though the QRN method ·can be used with an arbitrary set of a, the attained precision is always different for each set. It may be expected that the useful set of a can be searched with the test function whose integral errors will be maximum among the many integral function. Haselgrove and the condition (iii) may be satisfied only just. As easily shown, the definite integral can be performed exactly for the test function (17) and the integral value is 1. We take up about 1000 sets of constants a from the square roots of the prime numbers from 2 to 100, obtain the integral error for the test function (17) and pick. out the set of a with which the error is minimum. The resultant sets are shown in Table I . It should be remembered in a numerical calculation that the integral error in the good set of a is decreased to about one-third of the one in the bad set. 
It is normalized so that the integral value is 1. The constant c determines the . value of the function at the origin.
The constant c is put so that j({O} )=2, 10, 100, 1000 and 10000. The case off( {0}) = 100 probably corresponds to a rather singular integrand because the function (18) is normalized and the mean value is 1. We .can roughly estimate the computation time or the_ necessary value of N by gazing at Fig. 1 in the practical use if the singular value devided by the mean value of the practical function can be roughly presumed by any means. Next we shall apply the QRN method to the discontinuous function.
The function /o(rl, r2, ra) is such a one that z z 2 -/o(n, r2, ra) -· ce-r 1 -rz-ra for n + r2>ra>l r1-r2l In order to use the QRN method, the integral variables ri are conveniently transformed to the new variable Xi ·as follows:
Thus
The function /1(x1, x2, x3) is a transformed one from /o(rl, r2, r3) and discontinuous at the poi~ts corresponding to r1 +r2=r3 or r3= I r1-r2l-As the left hand side (l. 
The set of r1, r2, r3 always satisfies the inequality (19) when they are given · by the transformation (21) for an arbitrary set of x1, x2, X3 within the interval , (0, 1). Fig. 2 shows the integral error in both cases. The integral error of /2(x1, x2, x3) is about. 10-3 or 10-5 and rapidly decreases with an increasing N. Th~s is a common behaviour in the case . of the regular function. On .
the other hand, the error for /1 (x1, x2, x3) is 10-2 or 10-3 and does not decrease so much as for /2(x1, x2, x3). It is very interesting that the error is rather . small compared with the result o£ the MC method though the function g( {x}) · · fromj1(X1, x2, xa) does not satisfy the condition (iii). We can find the same situation in the case of a discontinuous function. It seems that the QRN . method is applicable regardless of the condition (iii). Figure 2 suggests that any prescription to make an integrand regular must be found .out for that the QRN method is generally utilized. The discontinuity or the irregularity against the .condition (iii) appears accompanied with the extention from /( {x}) to g({x} ). The point Xi=O or 1 is a probable candidate of the irregular point. Next transformation is used by Haselgrove. The periodic function g( {z}) and its derivatives become continuous at an arbitrary . point of {z} on the condition that /( {x}) and its derivatives are continuous for O:S:xi<l. The transformation seems td be useful because a function g( {z}) regularized for every {z} can be always obtained from an arbitrary function/( {x}) which is regular for O<xi:S:l. The questionable problem is on the distribution of the variable Zi. Figure 3 shows the relation between Xi and Zi. Let us notice the behaviour of Xi at Zi=O or Zi= l. The graph of Xi lies at full length at these points. This means that Xi has tendency to be distributed it; the neighbourhood of the points· Xi=O or Xi= 1 even though Zt distribute uniformly within the interval (0, 1). When/( {x}) is near to zerq at Xi=O or Xi= 1, many points from {z} are spoilt without giving an appreciable contribution to the integral. When/( {x}) has a large value at Xi=O or Xi= 1, the overestimation of the integral may happen. There are some cases where the discontinuity is implicitly produced accompanying with the variable transformation and cannot befound out only glancing at the resultant integral function. The integral functionj4(x1, x2, 'xa) 1s defined so that =0 for r1 +r2>ra>lr1-r2'l and all ri>O.S, for the other case. The condition means that r1, rz, ra can constitute a triangle whose sides are longer than 0.5. Let us take up another set of the variables as shown 1n Fig. 4 . By using two vectors u. and v, n, rz, ra can be expressed as
Both vector u. and v may be arbitrary. The definite integral I of the function /4(n, rz, ra) can be transformed after the simple calculation as follows:
Every component of u. and v can take an arbitrary value without the triangle condition of r1, rz, ra. After the final transformation is performed, I becomes
where Ux=f3 log(x1/ (1-x1) ), Uy= ... ,
Put {3=1/2 first. The integral error for Eq. (26) is shown in Fig. 5 . It is remarkable that the error is almost constant for N>6000 and not so small.
Why is it? The value of the integrand seems to be finite for X1----'>-0 or X1----'>-l It seems that {3=1/2 is an appropriate selection. It is not true. When x 1
and x2 approach to 0 or 1 simultaneously, (x1(1-x1)x2(1-x2)}'-2 turns out to e2 1 Uxl 1 f3 like the above but either rl and r2 turn out to v2! U::r; '· Therefore resultant behaviour does not converge but diverge to infinity, that is,.
If we put {3= 1, the divergence must disappear. In fact the integral error decreases to 10-3 for N>3000 as {3=1. It may be said that the main origin for the integral error shown in Fig. 5 is the implicit divergence accompanied with the transformation (27). The divergence probably brings the irregularity to g( {x}) in its extension from f( {x} ). Besides these irregularities, there is another discontinuity in the integrand. In fact the derivative of the integrand is not continuous at· ri=O.S. If the discontinuity had disappeared, the integral error would decrease much more rapidly than 1Q-3 for N>3000.
In Chapter III, the numerical results are presented with the MC and the QRN methods for the binding energy of the alpha particle. Two sets of the numerical value are surprisingly fitted with each other.
A sampling number N in the M C method can be decreased for the integrand having symmetrical property when the random number is produced under the symmetrical condition. The situation is same in the case of the QRN method. The estimation of the expectation value of the three body force can be performed with the symmetrization procedure of the QRN, where the integrand can be canceled out by adding the values of the integrand corresponding to the symmetrical QRN's. The numerical value of the integrand can be obtained always with the good precision, for example ,_,1Q-6 . Therefore the precision is rather good 1Q-5,_,1Q-4 even if the several values of the integrand are canceled out with each other. Let us assume that '- the precision of the QRN method gives the result with the same precision of the integrand value. If the Q RN method is applied first and the integral values are canceled out with each other, the resultant precision is about 10-2 at best.
Therefore the cancellation must be performed before the integration. In the chapter 4, the symmetrization of the integrand is carried out . before the integration. The symmetrization can bring the cancellation of the integrand.
Finally it is concluded that the QRN method is much more powerful for the regular integ.rapd and useful for the general integrand if the appropriate attention will be paid.
